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Six Legal Transportation Trends for
Freight Intermediaries & their Impact
#1 Consolidation: Private equity funds and strategic buyers
are active and aggressive. Lots of $ still on the sidelines.
Lots of niche consolidation (Last Mile, OD/OL, Specialized
Transport, Drayage). ELD’s fueling it in intermodal space
and in LTL and truckload. Practical/legal impact:
–
–
–
–

Due diligence/keep house in order
Keep contracts current and updated
Cargo claims procedures and protocol
Synthesizing operations creates liability overlaps and/or insurance
coverage gaps
– Institutional memory deficits impact operations and liability
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Six Legal Transportation Trends for
Freight Intermediaries & their Impact
#2 Technology – e-commerce, automated vehicles, ELD’s
Robotics (warehouses), sharing and gig economy (Uber
Freight/Convoy Model)
– Practical/Legal Impact:
• Lots of contracts with IP/IT provisions
• "App liability" implications
• Freight tracking – vicarious liability issues – customers want it; “It’s the
Cargo, Stupid!”
• "Faster than now" phenomenon impacts contracting
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Six Legal Transportation Trends for
Freight Intermediaries & their Impact
#3 Indemnity Contracting
– Indemnity provisions still prevalent – push back – red flags; no
negligence of other party or third party
#4 Supply Chain Delinquencies – default judgments; bankruptcies;
chasing assets
• Contractual provisions for set offs – Law of Land meets Law of Jungle
• Personal or related company guarantee

#5 Brokers paying freight claims and chasing carriers – shippers
expect it (Amazon effect)
• Don’t forget assignment agreements!
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Six Legal Transportation Trends for
Freight Intermediaries & their Impact
#6 Vicarious liability of brokers for MVAs - Lives on. Few big
hits, but must litigate. New theory/ELD’s (no case law yet)
– Prevention/carrier selection protocol and corporate restructuring to
manage and compartmentalize risk
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• The Prevailing View:
– McLaine v. McLeod, 661 S.E.2d 695 (Ga. Ct. App. 2008), wrongful
death and personal injury actions against Container South, cargo
broker that had arranged for motor carrier transport
– Container South had contracts with 40 different motor carriers, which
required each carrier to be responsible for its own drivers and
equipment, to provide competent tractor-trailer drivers, to maintain
liability insurance, and to be solely responsible for drivers’ salaries,
workers’ compensation coverage, and taxes
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• Kight’s (carrier) employee Johnny Moody, four previous
convictions for DUI (under influence at time of this accident)
• Evidence showed that Container South’s role limited to telling
Moody when and where to pick up and deliver
• Court found that Moody was not an employee of broker
Container South; and
• Container South could not be liable for negligently hiring
Moody
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• If Container South could be held liable for negligently
selecting Kight, there was no evidence to support that
Container South should have known that Kight had hired
unsafe driver
• No authority that would have allowed Container South,
neither Moody’s employer nor potential employer, to have
access to Moody’s driving records
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• Kight provided tractor-trailers and drivers for Container
South for years without problems, DOT performed recent
safety audit of Kight and determined it met government’s
safety fitness standards
• No evidence to support finding that Container South should
have known that Kight had hired incompetent or unsafe
driver
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• Several important findings help minimize liability for
negligent selection of carriers and drivers, by either brokers
or other motor carriers
• Court attaches great significance to contractual
relationships between parties, as memorialized by contracts
that clearly delineate respective roles and obligations
• Court makes clear that broker or hiring carrier can only dig
so deep
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• Critical pieces of information to which broker or retaining
carrier simply will not have access (may be changing with
new apps)
• Inaccessibility makes it difficult for plaintiff to argue that
broker or retaining carrier “should have known” about
specific dangerous proclivities of driver
• Are aspects of public records that would give the broker or
retaining carrier some clues
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Lessons from The Case Law:
Carrier Selection Liability: How Low Must You Go?

• Conclusively rejected notion that broker can delve into
hiring practices of motor carriers that it retains, or should
delve down, such that it would be liable for the actual hiring
of driver by motor carrier
• App usage by drivers; gig/sharing economy “Uber for
Freight”, may erode this clear principle – But Not Yet!
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Danger! A "One Truck" Outlier?
• Espinosa v. J.B. Hunt Transport, Inc. (CP Philadelphia
2015 jury verdict) (1000/WL/285757)
– Recent multi-million dollar jury verdict bucks no driver inquiry
trend and may create limited exception:
– Plaintiff Espinosa struck by inebriated tractor trailer driver while on
shoulder of interstate highway assisting disabled vehicle
– Defendant driver was sole proprietor who had six month old
FMCSA authority
– Driver/motor carrier had contracted with Defendant broker (JB
Hunt Logistics) for subject load
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Danger! A "One Truck" Outlier?
– Plaintiff Espinosa contended that broker should not have simply
accepted driver’s representations as to no convictions for DUI or
reckless driving in preceding five years, but should have
conducted background check (which would have found DUI
conviction and two reckless driving violations, speeding citation
and prior dismissal from employment from trucking company for
failing drug and alcohol test)
– Broker contended that under applicable federal regulations, motor
carriers are responsible for screening individual drivers and
brokers do not have that responsibility
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Danger! A "One Truck" Outlier?
– Espinosa contended that since driver was sole proprietorship
simply accepting his representations without any verification, was
improper
– Broker denied driver was in the scope of his employment, since it
was his day off
– Court found that driver was enroute to assignment from broker
and was using truck by which he would deliver the load, had
received the dispatch and had already used broker’s credit card to
fill his tank with diesel fuel - i.e., within scope of services for
broker
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Danger! A "One Truck" Outlier?
– Jury found that broker had negligently hired and retained the
individual driver - verdict of $15,579,429.00 (driver 60% liable and
broker 40% liable)
– Disturbing verdict that may create sole proprietorship one truck
motor carrier exception
– Not reported jury-verdict only – limited precedential value
– Maybe: Create extra "one truck" due diligence? But, if assumed,
must comport!
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Practical Takeaways
• Segregate Your Warehousing, Carrier, and Brokerage
Operations
– Separating the operations into different entities may help protect
the operator's assets and, ultimately, overall enterprise value
– Failing to house different service offerings in different entities
frequently results in an operator failing to identify with clarity
which service it is providing in a given transaction (Mor 21 Risk)
– Segregating different service offerings in different entities forces
an operator (and its sales force) to think clearly about the services
that it is offering and to document those services accordingly; also
helps profit and loss analysis
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Practical Takeaways
– Certain insurance companies may be reluctant to underwrite
certain types of risk, or may charge higher premiums, if an
operator fails to house operating authorities in separate entities
(i.e., failing to establish separate entities is an indication that the
operator is not clearly delineating what services it is providing in
any given circumstance)

• Review not only your contracts but your practices for indicia
of “control” if you are brokering loads/Shippers too!
• Broker contemplating minimizing via insurance (i.e. an E&O
policy), knowledge about past history of major carrier could
be used to deny coverage in event of catastrophic loss
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Shipper Liability for Negligent Selection
• Puckrein v. ATI Transport, Inc., 897 A.2d 1034 (2006),
extended negligent selection liability to shippers
• BFI-NY contracted with World Carting Corp. to transport load
of glass
• World Carting assigned its responsibilities to ATI Transport
• Puckreins were killed when truck driver Idoeta went through
red light due to faulty brakes
• Court held that summary judgment should not have been
granted in BFI-NY’s favor on issue of hiring incompetent
contractor Carrier
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Shipper Liability for Negligent Selection
• Based on the facts in record, BFI-NY should have known
that World Carting had become incompetent to transport its
products
• Few other recent cases – Yet!
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claims
• Tyrg Ins. V. C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., 2017 WL 5725057 (D. N.J.
2017)
– Plaintiff brought action against motor carrier NRT, but also CHR as broker, for
shipment of miniature chocolate liquor bottles that had melted during transit
– CHR alleged that it was a broker and thus not liable for freight loss and damage
– CHR explained that:
• It possessed broker’s registration and not motor carrier registration
• It does not own trucks/equipment to physically transport cargo

– Plaintiff perceived CHR as a carrier, shipper and CHR representatives never
discussed whether CHR was a “broker” or a “carrier”; CHR never explicitly
represented that is was a “broker”
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claim
• CHR did not produce any evidence that it ever informed
shipper that it was acting only as broker
• CHR conveyed to shipper that it could arrange for shipping
of its goods and “made it sound like it’s seamless”
• Although CHR’s website contained explanation that it was
non-asset based transportation provider, information was
maintained in the “investors” section of website
• CH Robinson and motor carrier NRT had agreement for
shipment that identified NRT as carrier and CHR as broker,
but that agreement was never produced to shipper (and it
had a confidentiality clause)
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claim
• CHR invoice to shipper for load did not indicate that any
entity other than CHR had transported the cargo
• After lawsuit, CHR represented to shipper for the first time
that it was broker and not carrier
• Plaintiff’s arguments:
– Plaintiff contended that CHR is motor carrier for purposes of
Carmack because it was authorized to transport Plaintiff cargo and
legally bound itself to do so
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claim
• Defendant’s arguments:
– CHR contended that it acted as a broker and was registered as one;
– It designated itself as a third-party logistics provider, never took
possession of the cargo, and never represented to Plaintiff that it
acts as a motor carrier
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claim
• Court’s Findings:
– CHR is "carrier" for purposes of Carmack in this shipment schematic
– Represented itself to have seamless service without any indication of involvement of
third-parties
– Listed as "carrier" in bill of lading that was provided to shipper and never clarified that
this was incorrect
– CHR did not provide its “broker status” as an explanation to shipper for denying
payment on the claim
– Invoice for shipment at issue characterized cargo as “CHR load” and charged shipper
for “line haul” and “fuel surcharge” - charges consistent with an entity that acts as a
carrier (invoice contained no reference to brokerage commissions or broker fees)
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Too Many Hats: “Broker as Carrier”
Liability for Cargo Claim
• Lessons to brokers:
– Clarify as much as possible actual nature of involvement with the
transport, i.e., arranging for transport
– Proper designation in lading documents and contracts
• Control of websites/puffery
• Balance seamlessness with liability implications

• Lessons for shippers:
– A good case for allegations that a broker is acting as, and is fully
liable as, a motor carrier (maybe more deep pockets)
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• Important for both brokers and Shippers to have written
process to qualify motor carriers, and to adhere to written
process at all times
• Following well conceived protocol (and commensurate
documentation and record retention) reduces likelihood of
being found responsible for negligent carrier selection
• Take holistic approach choosing a carrier. If carrier has any
indicia of safety problems (i.e., problematic safety rating)
avoid carrier or, at very least, conduct additional due
diligence
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• Any negative factors or detrimental ratings should be
red flags
• Carriers should be avoided unless broker or carrier
conducts additional due diligence to satisfy itself that
the carrier is adequately safe
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• Basic Carrier Information
–
–

Obtaining “Company Snapshot,” which is available through FMCSA
Website
Whether the carrier:
•
•

–

–

Previously operated under different company name or MC number;
Operates under any other name; Careful of Chameleons!

Currently is owned by or controlled by someone who has had
relationship with any other FMCSA licensed entity, such as through
percentage of stock ownership
Is otherwise affiliated with any other carrier
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• To ensure that carrier is not manipulating its business
practices to avoid unsatisfactory safety ratings
– Broker/Shipper should maintain internal database of not only
carriers with whom it does business, but also the carrier’s
principal owners, managers
– During carrier qualification process, and during renewals, broker
or retaining carrier should check database to see if due diligence
also required on any owners, managers, or affiliates
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• Duty to exercise reasonable care in selecting motor carriers
does not end at the time of hiring
• Continuing duty to inquire into ongoing competency and
safety of hired motor carriers
• Renewal qualification should be implemented as frequently
as practicable (i.e., every six months)
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Carrier Selection Protocol Redux
• For any carrier, no matter what the SMS/DOT rating:
–
–
–
–

Seek references and contact those references
Research any reported accidents
Obtain FMCSA inspection reports
Investigate compliance with record keeping and hours of service
regulations; and
– Maintain current file on carrier, updating it on regular basis
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A Word About ELDs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Now mandatory (with select exemptions)
Enforcement beginning
Shipper/Broker ELD policies
Still no driver specific obligations
No specific ELD obligations
Selection protocol middle ground:
Carrier should have ELDs
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On the Offensive Unauthorized
Brokerage (Private “Cause of Action”)
• “Injured party” can pursue “valid claims” against company or
person engaged in unlawful brokerage “without regard to amount.”
(MAP 21)
– Creates private cause of action against those engaged in unlawful
brokerage (i.e. not identifying self as broker)
– Any damages will not be statutorily capped
– No express limitation on the “type” of damage (cargo/personal injury)
– FMCSA’s limited resources to police MAP-21 compliance means private
cause of action will likely serve as more meaningful enforcement
mechanism
– And personal liability for officers, directors and principals
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Contracting Practices in the
MAP 21 Era
• Defining Your Role and the Scope of Services to Customer
under MAP-21 and Otherwise
• Risks Arising from a Broker signing “Carrier” Contract;
Extracting Reciprocal Commitments from Carriers
– Example of Clarity in Role and Scope
“Broker agrees to arrange for transportation services as more
fully set forth in Appendix A (‘Services’). Broker's responsibility
under the Agreement is limited to arranging for, but not
actually performing, transportation of the Goods.”
Critical Statutory Buzz Word!
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MAP-21 and Contracts
• Transportation Contracts – 49 U.S.C. § 13901(c):
Specification of Authority - For each agreement to provide
transportation or service for which registration is required under this
chapter, the registrant shall specify, in writing, the authority under
which the person is providing such transportation or service.

• Is service being provided motor carriage, brokerage, surface
freight forwarding?
• What does “each agreement” mean and is it written?
– A “Master Agreement” that governs long-term relationship?
– An “Episodic” Document that governs a particular transaction (i.e., Bill
of Lading, Load Confirmation, etc.?)
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Risks in Signing a “Motor Carrier”
Agreement as Broker?
• 49 CFR 371.7(b)
– A broker shall not, directly or indirectly, represent its operations
to be that of a carrier
• Any advertising shall show the broker status of the operation
• And, of course, MAP 21 risks

– A partial solution:
• “The Parties agree that the description of ABC Broker in this
Agreement as a “CARRIER” is for SHIPPER’s convenience only
and does not change the status of ABC Broker as a broker”
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Risks in Signing a “Motor Carrier”
Agreement as Broker? A Big "Don't!"

• Broker Assuming Carrier Duties
– Operating Responsibilities
• [Broker]will be responsible for the procurement and operation of
the vehicles it uses and the employment, training, supervision, and
control of the drivers and any helpers used to provide Services
• [Broker] will be responsible for safe and lawful operation of the
vehicles used in the performance of the Services and will assume
all costs, expenses, and liabilities incident to or arising out of
furnishing, maintaining, repairing, or operating motor vehicles
and other equipment, labor, fuel, supplies, and insurance
• Dramatically expands risks!
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What Kind of Contract Do You Enter
If you Operate both a Broker & a Carrier Entity?

• Written Tripartite Agreement (Shipper, Motor Carrier,
Broker)
– Provide that loads tendered to either motor carrier or
affiliated broker may be handled by the other entity.
– Identify each entity's distinct MC number
– Contain acknowledgment and approval of affiliations and the
interplay between affiliated motor carrier and broker
– State that all parties intend for the contract to fulfill the
disclosure requirements set forth in 49 USC 13901(c)
– Memorialize each transaction with reference to MC Number
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Tips In Carrier Selection
To Minimize Fraud (Not Necessarily Personal Injury
Liability)

• Engage in extra due diligence if carrier is using gmail
account
• Identify actual landline telephone number instead of
cellphone
• Call the carrier’s telephone number listed on FMCSA’s
website instead of the telephone number that carrier
provides
• Call carrier’s insurance agent at telephone number
obtained independently of motor carrier (i.e., FMCSA’s
website, other internet searches, etc.)
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Contracting Tips to
Minimize Liability:
• Carrier and employees are independent contractors & not
employees of agents or broker
• As freight broker disclaim responsibility for cargo, bodily
injury and all other claims
• Specify that broker has no control over load in transit.
• Re-brokering is not allowed
• Carrier must notify broker if at any time the carrier (trucker)
does not hold a valid operating authority, satisfactory safety
rating, the required liability insurance
• Driver selection completely at discretion of carrier
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• Compliance with applicable laws and regulations

Closing Do’s & Don’ts
• Don’t use the worst pronoun
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Protect Yourself as a Broker/Shipper in
Invoicing Documents

Expressly disclaims all warranties or representations with respect to the services to be
provided by [broker] pursuant to the agreement, express or implied, including without
limitations, the implied warranties of merchant ability and fitness for our particular
purpose. The company further agrees that [broker] will not be liable to the company for
any balances of whatever nature, including but not limited to, consequential, special or
punitive, with respect to [broker]; carrying out its obligations and duties as specified
herein and/or any other matter relating thereto. The company agrees to look to the
freight carrier for damages to the company or its vendors were to suffer any
damages in the delivery of any of its property.
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Hot off the Presses!
Actual Case Excerpts!
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Hot off the Presses!
Actual Case
Excerpts!
[

]

Lading documents
invoke broker fatality
lawsuit
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Hot off the Presses!
Actual Case Excerpts!
The First Responder Escape Hatch
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Hot off the Presses!
Actual Case Excerpts!
The First Responder Escape Hatch
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